
The bill on certain measures to alleviate the impact of the SARS CoV-2 epidemic on persons 
taking part in judicial proceedings, injured parties, victims of criminal offences, and legal 
entities, and on the amendment to the Insolvency Act and Distraint Procedure Code has been 
passed by the Chamber of Deputies and Senate. Now it just needs a signature from the 
President to become law, after which it will take effect upon promulgation in the Collection of 
Laws, probably next week. What new legislation and reliefs does the act stipulate as a result of 
the extraordinary measures1 ?

Protection for individuals missing deadlines in proceedings

Under Lex Covid, if a deadline is missed in civil, administrative, distraint, insolvency, or criminal 
proceedings (restoration), judicial enforcement proceedings or proceedings before the 
Constitutional Court, the court will waive the missed deadline. However, this only applies if the 
deadline was missed for an excusable reason consisting of an obstacle caused by the 
extraordinary measures, making it difficult or impossible for the participant or representative 
to complete the action, and if the motion to waive the missed deadline is filed within the period 
granted under Lex Covid, including the missed action. 

Simplifying decision-making for legal entities even without shareholders or 
stakeholders physically present

Lex Covid stipulates that a body of a legal entity can decide when not in session in written 
form or using technological means even if its incorporating legal acts do not normally allow it. 
This means a General Meeting can be held remotely, even if the Articles of Association or 
Memorandum of Association do not normally allow it.

While the extraordinary measures are in place it will be possible to make decisions using 
technological means (through the internet: Skype, WebEx, etc.) or correspondence voting (per 
rollam) even in cases where the incorporating legal acts of capital companies, associations or 
owners’ associations do not include this possibility. The act also allows associations where an 
assembly of delegates acts as the members’ assembly to decide by correspondence (per 
rollam) for the duration of the extraordinary measures. 

Is your period in office over? Lex Covid gives you an extension.

The new law envisions that members of an elected body whose period in office would end 
while the extraordinary measures are in place will have their periods in office automatically 
extended until three months from the day after the extraordinary measures end; this applies 
even if the period in office would normally end less than one month after the extraordinary 
measures end. The automatic extension of periods in office for elected bodies does not apply, 
however, if the member of the elected body does not consent – said member’s statement of 
non-consent must be delivered to the legal entity before the period in office is over. 

If the term in office of a member of an elected body ends between the date of enacting the 
extraordinary measures and the date when the act entered into effect, and no new member 
has been elected in their place, then the office is renewed. The office of a member of an 
elected body is renewed on the date of delivering the member’s consent to renewal of their 
office to the legal entity and expires three months from the day after the extraordinary 
measures end. 
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1 The act defines these as declaring the state of emergency and issuing the crisis measures of the government, Ministry of Health 
and regional public health authority.
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The act also permits co-option, or electing a member of a body by the body members, no later 
than the next session, provided that the number of members does not fall below 50% and 
provided that all body members agree, even in cases where such an election is not permitted in 
the incorporating act. 

New deadlines for approving financial statements of s.r.o., a.s. and associations

Lex Covid also stipulates rules for the annual approval of financial statements: the deadline for 
approving financial statements (usually by June 30) for s.r.o., a.s. and associations is set as 
three months from the day the extraordinary measures end, no later than December 31, 2020.

Suspended filing of debtor and creditor insolvency petitions

The act temporarily suspends the obligation of a debtor who is a legal entity or natural person 
engaged in business to file an insolvency petition as stipulated in certain cases by the 
Insolvency Act. 

The suspension of the obligation to file an insolvency petition does not apply to persons whose 
insolvency occurred before the extraordinary measures were enacted, or if the insolvency was 
not primarily caused as a result of circumstances relating to the extraordinary measures 
making it difficult or impossible for the debtor to meet its financial obligations. 

The obligation to file an insolvency petition will last for six months after the extraordinary 
measures are terminated or come to an end, no later than December 31, 2020. This provides 
sufficient time to avert any negative financial consequences. 

For creditor insolvency petitions the new rules would mean that an insolvency petition filed by 
a creditor between the day the act enters into effect and August 31, 2020 is disregarded. 

Helping debtors get out of debt

Lex Covid allows changes in instalment amounts under an instalment plan to get out of debt 
approved on or before June 30, 2017 even without calling a creditors’ meeting. If the debt 
management plan was approved on or before May 31, 2019, the insolvency court will not 
transform the debt management plan into the debtor’s bankruptcy unless the failure to meet a 
material portion of the instalment plan was primarily caused by circumstances related to the 
extraordinary measures.

If the debtor proves that the extraordinary measures made it impossible for the debtor to 
make the payments under the instalment plan in the approved amount, the insolvency court 
can grant an exemption from paying the unpaid amounts of receivables included in the debt 
management plan, even if the value of the performance received by unsecured creditors was 
lower than the approved specific percentage for satisfaction. 

Temporary suspension of reorganizations

Lex Covid also stipulates that in insolvency proceedings where a reorganization plan has been 
approved as of March 12, 2020 and has not yet been fully implemented, the debtor is entitled 
to petition the insolvency court between the day the act takes effect and six months after the 
termination or extraordinary measures to rule that the debtor is entitled to temporarily 
suspend implementation of the reorganization plan, no later than December 31, 2020. 
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Reorganization cannot be transformed into bankruptcy during this time, protecting debtors 
who are dependent on their business operations. 

Extraordinary moratorium as a cure for businesses fighting for survival 

Under Lex Covid as passed, until August 31, 2020 a debtor who is engaged in business and was 
not insolvent as of March 12, 2020 can file a petition for an extraordinary moratorium to secure 
a temporary restriction on seizure or commencement of debt enforcement proceedings at the 
insolvency court before the insolvency proceedings commence or after they commence at the 
petition of another person. 

Temporary suspension of distraint of movable property and real property

The legislation as approved states that court-appointed distraint officers will not perform the 
enforcement of a decision by sale of movable property until June 30, 2020. This does not 
apply if the debtor consents or if the receivable is for alimony or child support or 
compensation for bodily harm or other deliberate criminal offences. In such a case distraint of 
movable property will be able to continue.

Distraint by sale of real property is suspended under Lex Covid until June 30, 2020, but only 
for real property where the debtor has his or her permanent address.  This will not apply if the 
receivable is for alimony or child support or compensation for bodily harm or other deliberate 
criminal offences. In such a case the sale of real property will be able to continue.

In addition the limit on receivables for issuing a writ of execution by sale of real property rose 
from CZK 30,000 to CZK 100,000.

Restriction on the amount of interest on late payment

Lex Covid as approved prohibits contractual interest on late payment above the current annual 
statutory rate until the end of June 2020 for any delay on the part of the debtor occurring on 
or after March 12, 2020, if the debtor proves that the restrictions arising from the extraordinary 
measures made it difficult or impossible to pay the debt on time. However, this rule will not 
apply to obligations under contracts made after Lex Covid takes effect. 
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